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different marks, then different users should not be able to process
their copies in order to generate a new copy that identifies none of
them, and (4) the mark should survive all attacks that do not
degrade the work's perceived quality.

ABSTRACT
The importance of digital watermarking for digital assets such as
relational databases to preserve their copyrights is becoming more
and more important as time goes by. In the past few years, a large
number of techniques have been proposed for hiding copyright
marks specifically on relational databases. In this paper, we
present an effective watermarking technique for relational data
that is robust against various attacks. While previous techniques
have been mainly concerned with introducing errors into the
actual data, our approach inserts new tuples that are not real and
we call them "fake" tuples, to the relation as watermarks. We will
show that our approach leads to an effective technique that is
robust against different forms of malicious attacks as well as
benign updates to the data.

Despite the differences on characterizing robust watermarking,
they all share a common idea. The key idea behind any sort of
digital watermarking is to introduce imperceptible (so that the
attacker can not detect them) and tolerable (to ensure that the
value of data is not greatly depreciated) errors to the object.

1.2 Digital Watermarking for Relational Data
The main objective of watermarking relational databases is to
deter data piracy and protect copyright of relational data.
Considering the properties of the relational databases, here we
concentrate on three characteristics of the robust watermarking
process designed specifically for relational data. These
characteristics state that a robust watermarking for relational data
should ensure that the attacker is not able to
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1. Destroy the watermark without destroying the data
2. Retrieve the original database unless he has access to a similar
database
3. The watermark is preserved after benign updates too

Security
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In this paper, in subsequent sections, we use the Flight Scheduling
Database shown in Figure 1.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 What is Digital Watermarking?
Watermarking is a form of information hiding with a goal of
preserving the copyright of the digital asset such as multimedia,
software, and database. There are many discussions on what the
characteristics of a robust digital watermarking are. For instance,
Petitcolas et al have proposed the following characteristics for a
robust watermarking [5.] (1) Marks should not degrade the
perceived quality of the work, (2) if multiple marks are inserted in
a single relational database, then they should not interfere with
each other, (3) if different copies of an object are distributed with
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Figure 1. Flight Scheduling Database
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1.3 Previous Related Work
Here we briefly discuss two of the previous approaches related to
our work for watermarking relational databases. First, the method
given in Agrawal et al[1] utilizes the pseudorandom number
generator algorithm to identify the marked tuples and attributes,
and also the degree of error to the marked attributes. The private
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0. InsertWatermark (ℜ, N ′, A, U{( pi , Fi )})

key, used for copyright verifiability, is the seed for the
pseudorandom number generator algorithm. Figure 2 shows a
watermarked version of our Flight Scheduling Database using this
approach (marked values are indicated in bold).
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if ( Bernoulli( pi ) == 1)
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Figure 2. Watermarked Flight Scheduling Database Using
Agrawal et al

τ .ai = BiasedSampler (ai , ℜ)

}
9. ℜ.insert (τ )

Second, is the approach proposed by Zhang et al using embedded
images [4.] In other words, in their approach, they embed images
into relational database as the watermarks. While these techniques
are mainly concerned with introducing errors into the actual data,
our approach which will be discussed in Section 2 inserts new
“fake” tuples to the relation as watermarks.

}

An explanation of the above pseudocode is as follows:
0. The parameters required by the DB owner are:
R: the relation
N′: the number of fake tuples
A: the set of attributes that are not candidate keys
{(pi,Fi)}: set of ordered pairs corresponding to each element ai
in A;
for each ordered pair corresponding to ai in A:
pi: sensitivity of the attribute ai; the sensitivity is a
value between 0 and 1 inclusive where 0 means
insensitive and 1 means highly sensitive.
(default: 0)
Fi: set of fake values for attribute ai (default: {})
1. It assures generating N′ tuples as requested by the DB owner
2&3. C is the set of candidate keys and the
GenerateCandidateKey procedure is expected to return a
unique value for a candidate key using some pattern
recognition algorithm to ensure consistency and ultimately
leading to imperceptability.
4. for each attribute that is not a candidate key:
5. Bernoulli(pi) runs a Bernoulli sampling with a probability pi of
returning 1 (i.e. success) to decide whether to pick a fake
value for τi or share a value with some other tuple(s).
6. UniformSampler takes a set of fake values and picks a value
from that set uniformly. For instance, the distribution for
Fdeparture = {Razan, Keroona, Bilbao} would be 1/3 for each
value.
7. BiasedSampler takes the relation R and an attribute ai; it first
determines the distinct values for ai in R and construct the
BiasedSampler by the relative frequency of each value for ai.
For instance, for the attribute “carrier type” in the flight
scheduling database, the distribution for the BiasedSampler is
constructed as P(Boeing) = 3/4 and P(Airbus)=1/4.

2. OUR APPROACH
In our approach, unlike previous approaches we concentrate on
tuples with their entirety rather than a subset of their attributes.
Our approach aims to generate fake tuples and insert them
erroneously into the database.
It is a big challenge to figure out what and how many fake tuples
should be inserted into the relation. This is because marks should
not by any means degrade the quality of the data. For the number
of fake tuples, we expect that this number is decided by the
database owner. He should use his own judgment to ensure the
value of data is not significantly compromised. Regarding
creation of fake tuples, although this can be done manually by the
database owner which is a viable approach, our effort is to make
this process as automatic as possible. Therefore, our goal has been
to develop an insertion algorithm that, with little supervision, can
effectively generate the fake tuples. In the following subsections,
we first discuss our watermark insertion algorithm and then
present the watermark detection algorithm and show how it
works.

2.1 Watermark Insertion
Our watermark insertion unlike Agrawal et al [1] and Zhang et
al[4] is rather probabilistic and uses probability distributions to
determine the properties of the mark. Hence, there is no private
key used to generate the arks into the relation. Note that the
watermarking insertion presented in this section requires some
information that is expected to be provided by the database
owner.
The following is the pseudocode for the watermark insertion:
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2.1.1 Primary Key Collision
If the user has set the database such that once there is a collision,
the tuple is replaced by the new one, then it is fine since it will
simply delete the fake tuple and includes the new real tuple. The
subtlety arises when the user has set the database to not permit
overwriting. In this case, our approach would fail since it would
occasionally not let the real tuple to be inserted to the relation.
The fact that the primary key ranges are very wide for most
applications makes the chances of occurring such collisions very
rare.

as an attempt to destroy the watermark or by the benign user who
changes these attributes repeatedly over time. To identify these
and suspect piracy correctly, we run a similarity measurement on
these tuples seeming to be the same. For the attacker it is
important not to destroy the data, so the ones with higher
sensitivity are less likely to be destroyed. Therefore, incorporating
sensitivity of attributes while calculating the similarity score,
seems reasonable. The similarity score between two tuples could
be calculated as follows:
n

S = ∑ wi ⋅ xi

Figure 3 shows the watermarked flight scheduling database by
adding fake tuples. The added fake tuple which is indicated as
bold shows a flight departing from a small city in Western Iran
and arriving in a small town in central Ghana.
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(where pi is the sensitivity of the attribute ai; pi =1 for the
candidate keys).

Figure 3. Watermarked Flight Scheduling Database

If the score is higher than a static threshold, σ, then it suspects
piracy.
Unlike other algorithms, our detection algorithm is not an inverse
algorithm to the watermark generating algorithm. In fact, our
algorithm checks to see whether our tuples exist or has been
changed. It checks it via primary key. As soon as it finds one
match (i.e. identical or similar tuples), detection is done. Note that
the detection will fail for the watermarked database when all of
the fake tuples are deleted by benign deletions. However, we
believe that this is a very unlikely scenario.

2.2 Watermark Detection
The following is the pseudocode for the watermark detection
(where its parameters are: the relation (R), the set of fake tuples
initially inserted into R ({τ}), and the similarity score (σ).

DetectWatermark (ℜ, {τ }, σ )
{
for each r ∈ ℜ
{
for eachτ ∈ {τ }

Comparing the previous approaches to ours, our insertion
algorithm is probabilistic (thus, every time the insertion algorithm
is run, it produces a different output) as opposed to those
approaches that produce deterministic errors. On the other hand,
our detection algorithm is relatively deterministic compared to
approaches like Agrawal et al's which is probabilistic and is
normally not confident about the existence of a piracy.

{
if ( similarity (r ,τ )) ≥ σ )
return true

3. ANALYSIS OF ROBUSTNESS
3.1 Basic Attacks

}

Basic attacks simply attempt to destroy the watermark by
changing the values of the attributes. The similarity measurement
discussed in section 2.2 ensures robustness against these attacks.

return false
}

3.2 False Claim of Ownership
This could happen when the attacker falsely claims that he owns
the watermarked relation by adding his own watermarks, either by
introducing errors in some attributes or by adding his own fake
tuples. In both cases, we win. We know the original data and we
can confidently claim that all the attacker’s marks are included in

The above watermark detection algorithm looks for a fake tuple in
the suspicious relation. However, the exact match might not be
found either by the attacker changing the value of some attributes
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the set which contains whatever has been altered from the original
database (inserted tuples or changes in attributes). On the other
hand, the attacker is not able to confidently come up with such a
set.

than proving there is no flight going from Razan to Apam.
Proving ownership in the previous methods is even more
burdensome since we have to go through this process for every
single mark made in the relation.

3.3 Updatability

3.7 Subset of Attributes Attack

As discussed in Section 1.2, we know how important it is for a
watermark to persist after benign updates. Agrawal et al[1]
introduced the notation of incremental updatability where any
changes to the marked attributes would be instantly remarked to
preserve the watermark. However, there are risks and drawbacks
involved in this approach that could be potentially problematic.
There is a risk of update attack where the attacker makes an
exhaustive updates over all tuples and their attributes and point
out the marks by observing the result of remark process. Our
approach, on the other hand, watermarks the relation only once,
and therefore it is robust against this attack.

In the previous approaches, only a subset of attributes could be
candidates for watermarking due to various reasons. Candidate
keys as well as non-numerical and highly sensitive attributes are
possible reasons for an attribute not to be marked. However, the
risk here is that the attacker can take these attributes and be
confident that there is no mark and hence lead to false claim of
ownership.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a new approach using fake tuples and
discussed the insertion and detection watermarking algorithms in
details. Our goal has been to ensure that our watermarking
approach satisfies the three key elements of any watermarking
relational data (as discussed in section 1). While we discussed our
approach’s robustness analytically, we did not evaluate the
approach quantitively. In fact, evaluating watermarks for
relational database is a challenge and requires further
consideration. However, the persistency of the watermark after
both malicious and benign updates, as a subproblem, might be
evaluated by acquiring access to a log of user queries on a
particular database over a reasonably long period of time, and
then run the log on the watermarked database and observe
whether the watermark detection algorithm will confirm the
watermark. While this evaluation process sounds plausible, it is
application-specific and may not be generalized very well.

In addition to the update attacks, applying the idea of incremental
updatability requires reimplementation of DBMS operators
including update, insert, and delete operators. While this is not a
risk, it could be a drawback since all database systems must
incorporate the idea into their operators for this to ensure
persistency of watermark over updates. Our approach, however,
does not require the reimplementation of DBMS operators.

3.4 Sensitivity
In previous approaches, sensitivity of each attribute is assumed to
be either Boolean (sensitive or insensitive which indicates that the
attribute can be watermarked or not) [1] or is ignored completely
(that is, the entire relation is assumed to be tolerable to some
universal degree of error) [4]. Our approach, however, assumes a
degree of sensitivity for each attribute.
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